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Conversational



IMAGE  Faisans in Bleu | Photography by Jon Green, Styled by Alyce Taylor 

Step into the world of opulence and refinement with Faisans. This captivating homage to René Lalique’s timeless Art Nouveau legacy 
epitomises the intersection of artistry and sophistication. With its exquisite design and impeccable craftsmanship Faisans is the embodiment of enduring beauty.



Meticulously rendered pheasants dance across the design, 
their long tail plumes cascading downward, evoking a sense of 

movement and grace. 

FRONT  COVER  IMAGE  Faisans in Bleu | Photography by Jon Green, Styled by Alyce Taylor 
R IGHT -HAND IMAGE  Faisans in Sepia



IMAGE  Close-up of Charbon

The Faisans collection unveils a rich palette of 
hand-painted colourways on the finest silks. Monochrome 
palettes and witty use of the ombré effect bring to mind 

Lalique’s fine glassware with its exquisite frosting 
and staining.



Technical Information

Material and Technique

Hand-Painted on Silk

Available with border upon request 

Dimensions

Height - Panels are supplied 150mm/6” higher than specified wall height. Standard panel height is up to 4300mm/14ft. 

Taller panels are available with a surcharge.

Width - Standard panel width 915mm/36” plus trim.

Fromental wallcoverings are hand-made to order, tailored for each room.  
From supplied elevations and floor plan, we will place the design and panel seaming to ensure optimal installation.

Faisans F032

London +44 203 410 2000          New York +1 347 625 1838          Hong Kong  +852 5598 2237          fromental.co.uk
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01 Bleu on White SIlk

Bleu’s soft, monochrome palette takes in an 
array of tones, from indigo and midnight to 
steel and duck egg.

02 Sepia on Moonlight Silk 

A graceful, tonal colourway featuring a plethora 
of brown hues and light gold metallic detailing.

03 Charbon on Graphite Silk

Charbon’s whites and golds have a misty, 
chalky quality, imbuing the colourway with 
ethereal beauty.

Colourways


